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The group mutual exclusion problem is an extension of the traditional mutual ex-

clusion problem in which every critical section is associated with a type or a group. Proc-
esses requesting critical sections of the same type can execute their critical sections con-
currently. However, processes requesting critical sections of different types must execute 
their critical sections in a mutually exclusive manner. 

We present an efficient distributed algorithm for solving the group mutual exclusion 
problem when processes are arranged in the form of a tree. Our algorithm is derived 
from Beauquier et al.’s group mutual exclusion algorithm for a tree network. The mes-
sage complexity of our algorithm is at most 3hmax, where hmax is the maximum height of 
the tree when rooted at any process. Its waiting time and synchronization delay, meas-
ured in terms of number of message hops, are at most 2hmax and hmax, respectively. Our 
algorithm has optimal synchronization delay for the class of tree network based algo-
rithms for group mutual exclusion in which messages are only exchanged over the edges 
in the tree. 

Our simulation experiments indicate that our algorithm outperforms Beauquier et 
al.’s group mutual exclusion algorithm by as much as 70% in some cases.  
 
Keywords: distributed system, resource management, group mutual exclusion, tree net-
work, optimal synchronization delay  
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Mutual exclusion is one of the most fundamental problems in concurrent systems 
including distributed systems. In this problem, access to a shared resource (that is, execu-
tion of critical section) by different processes must be synchronized to ensure its integrity 
by allowing at most one process to access the resource at a time. Numerous solutions 
[1-5] and extensions [6-9] have been proposed to the basic mutual exclusion problem. 
Recently, Joung [10] proposed another extension to the basic mutual exclusion problem 
referred to as the group mutual exclusion problem. In the group mutual exclusion prob-
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lem, every critical section is associated with a type or a group. Critical sections belonging 
to the same group can be executed concurrently while critical sections belonging to dif-
ferent groups must be executed in a mutually exclusive manner. 

The readers/writers problem can be modeled as a special case of group mutual ex-
clusion using n + 1 groups, where n denotes the number of processes. In this case, all 
read requests belong to the same group and write request by each process belongs to a 
different group. As another application of the problem, consider a CD-jukebox where 
data is stored on disks and only one disk can be loaded for access at a time [10]. In this 
example, when a disk is loaded, users that need data on the currently loaded disk can 
access the disk concurrently. While users that need data on different disks have to wait 
for the currently loaded disk to be unloaded. 

Solutions for the group mutual exclusion problem have been proposed under both 
shared-memory and message-passing models. Solutions under shared-memory model can 
be found in [10-13]. In this paper, we investigate the group mutual exclusion problem 
under message-passing model. Under message-passing model, solutions for group mutual 
exclusion have been proposed for a fully connected network [14-18], ring network [19, 
20] and tree network [21]. In a tree network, processes are assumed to be arranged in the 
form of a tree. The arrangement may correspond to a spanning tree of the underlying 
communication topology or may be just logical in nature. Typically, tree network based 
algorithms for group mutual exclusion have lower message complexity than other algo-
rithms when the height of the tree is small (e.g., O(log n)). 

Beauquier et al. present three group mutual exclusion algorithms for a tree network 
[21], namely GMEα , GMEβ and GMEγ. GMEγ is an improvement over GMEβ , which in 
turn is an improvement over GMEα. Their message complexities are at most 3(n − 1) + hI, 
4hI and 4hmax , respectively, where n is the number of processes in the system, hI is the 
initial height of the tree, and hmax is the maximum height of the tree when rooted at any 
process. (Actually, hmax is same as the diameter of the tree. Also, hmax ≤ 2hI.) Their wait-
ing times in terms of number of message hops, measured when the system is lightly 
loaded, are at most 2hI , 2hI and 2hmax, respectively. Finally, their synchronization delays 
in terms of number of message hops, measured when the system is heavily loaded, are at 
most 3hI , 3hI and 3hmax, respectively. In GMEα and GMEβ , the root of the tree remains 
fixed and is responsible for handling all requests for critical section generated in the sys-
tem. As a result, processes closer to the root have to handle more messages than those 
that are farther away from the root. On the other hand, in GMEγ , there is no fixed root; 
root of the tree may change with time. Informally, the current root of the tree “manages” 
only those requests that are compatible with its own. (In fact, GMEγ can also be viewed 
as an extension of Raymond’s tree-based algorithm for traditional mutual exclusion [5].) 

In this paper, we present a more efficient algorithm for group mutual exclusion for a 
tree network. Our algorithm is derived from GMEγ . Specifically, we suggest modifica-
tions to GMEγ to significantly improve its performance. The algorithm obtained after the 
modifications has message complexity of at most 3hmax, waiting time of at most 2hmax 
and synchronization delay of at most hmax . Our simulation experiments indicate that our 
algorithm outperforms GMEγ with respect to all three metrics (message complexity, 
waiting time and system throughput). Specifically, for some of the parameter values we 
used in our experiments, it exhibited 35% lower message complexity, 40% lower waiting 
time and 70% higher system throughput than GMEγ . 
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We present our system model and for-
mally describe the group mutual exclusion problem in section 2. Section 3 describes the 
three group mutual exclusion algorithms for a tree network by Beauquier et al. [21]. We 
describe our group mutual exclusion algorithm for a tree network in section 4 and also 
present our simulation results. Finally, we present our conclusions in section 5. 

2. MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINITION 

2.1 System Model 

We assume an asynchronous distributed system in which processes communicate by 
exchanging messages over a set of communication channels. In this paper, we assume 
that processes are connected in the form of a tree. Therefore a communication channel 
exists between two processes if and only if the two processes are neighbors in the tree. 
There is no global clock or shared memory. Processes are non-faulty and channels are 
reliable. Message delays are finite but may be unbounded. The channels are assumed to 
be first-in-first-out (FIFO).  

2.2 The Group Mutual Exclusion Problem 

The group mutual exclusion (GME) problem is an extension to the basic mutual ex-
clusion problem. In this problem, a type or a group is associated with each critical section. 
Critical sections belonging to the same group can be executed concurrently while critical 
sections belonging to different groups must be executed in a mutually exclusive manner. 
The group mutual exclusion problem was first proposed by Joung in [10]. Any algorithm 
that solves the group mutual exclusion problem should satisfy the following properties: 

• group mutual exclusion (safety): At any time, no two processes that have requested 
critical sections belonging to different groups are in their critical sections simultane-
ously. 

• starvation freedom (liveness): A process requesting entry into its critical section 
should eventually be able to enter the critical section. 

Observe that any algorithm that solves the traditional mutual exclusion satisfies the 
aforementioned properties. However, these algorithms are sub-optimal. Even if two re-
quests for critical sections belong to the same group, a (traditional) mutual exclusion 
algorithm would force the requesting processes to execute their critical sections 
one-by-one in a mutually exclusive manner. In other words, no concurrency whatsoever 
is permitted. Therefore it is desirable that a group mutual exclusion algorithm should 
satisfy the following property as well: 

• concurrent entry (non-triviality): If all requests are for critical sections belonging to 
the same group, then a requesting process should not be required to wait for entering its 
critical section until some other process has left its critical section. 

With concurrent entry property, trivial solutions to group mutual exclusion problem 
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are ruled out. We assume that a process stays in its critical section for a finite but un-
bounded amount of time. 

2.3 Complexity Measures 

To measure the performance of a group mutual exclusion algorithm, we use the fol-
lowing metrics:  

• message complexity: the number of messages exchanged per request for critical section. 
• message-size complexity: the amount of data piggybacked on a message in terms of 

number of bits. 
• synchronization delay: the time elapsed between when some process leaves its critical 

section and some other process can enter its critical section of different type. 
• waiting time: the time elapsed between when a process issues a request for critical sec-

tion and when it actually enters the critical section. 
• system throughput: the number of critical section requests fulfilled per unit time. 
• concurrency: the number of processes that are in their critical sections at the same time. 

 
The first five metrics are used to evaluate the performance of a traditional mutual 

exclusion algorithm as well. The sixth metric is specific to a group mutual exclusion al-
gorithm. We measure synchronization delay and waiting time in terms of number of mes-
sage hops rather than in terms of time. 

Message complexity and message-size complexity together capture the overhead 
imposed on the communication network by the group mutual exclusion algorithm at run- 
time. Synchronization delay is measured when the system is heavily loaded and a large 
number of processes are competing among themselves for accessing the resource. Intui-
tively, synchronization delay and concurrency measure the system throughput that can be 
achieved when the system is heavily loaded. The lower the synchronization delay and 
higher the concurrency, the higher is the system throughput. Waiting time captures the 
amount of time an application process has to wait for its request to be fulfilled. Waiting 
time is typically measured when the system is lightly loaded and, therefore, there is no 
contention for the resource. 

3. BACKGROUND: BEAUQUIER ET AL.’S ALGORITHMS 

Beauquier et al. present three algorithms for group mutual exclusion suitable for a 
tree network, namely GMEα , GMEβ and GMEγ in [21]. All three algorithms use the no-
tion of session. Informally, a session is initiated by the current root of the spanning tree 
and has a specific type. While a session is in progress, processes that have requested 
critical sections of that type can enter and execute their critical sections.  

The main idea behind the three algorithms is as follows. Every request for a critical 
section is forwarded to the current root of the tree via parent edges with the following 
optimization. The request is forwarded until either (1) it reaches a process that is aware 
of a session in progress whose type is same as that of the request (that is, the request is 
compatible with the session), or (2) it reaches the root of the tree. In the former case, the 
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requesting process is invited to join the session in progress. In the latter case, the root 
enqueues the request in its queue (of outstanding requests) until a session of the same 
type as the request is initiated. Further, a process forwards at most one pending request 
for a critical section of any type to its parent. A session is managed using three waves: 
open session wave, close session wave and completion wave. Informally, the first wave 
initiates opening of a session, the second wave initiates its closing and the third wave 
completes the closing. 

In GMEα and GMEβ algorithms, the root of the tree is fixed. In the GMEα algorithm, 
the root, on initiating a session, informs all processes about it by broadcasting an 
open-session message via the tree (open session wave). On the other hand, in the GMEβ 
algorithm, a process − starting from the root − sends information about opening of a ses-
sion to only those children from which a request of the same type as the session has been 
received. 

The root initiates closing of a session once it becomes aware of a pending request 
whose type is different from that of the session (that is, the request conflicts with the ses-
sion). To close a session, a process − starting from the root − sends a close-session mes-
sage to those children to which it had sent an open-session message earlier (close session 
wave). After sending close-session messages, a process waits until it has received a com-
pletion message from all those children and has also left its critical section, if applicable 
(completion wave). Once that happens, the process either sends a completion message to 
its parent (if a non-root process) or starts a new session (if the root process). Intuitively, 
sending of a completion message by a process signifies that the process and all its descen-
dants have closed the current session and are possibly awaiting opening of a new session. 

Intuitively, GMEα uses broadcast and convergecast to open and close a session, 
whereas GMEβ uses selective broadcast and selective convergecast to open and close a 
session. 

In the GMEγ algorithm, as opposed to the other two algorithms, root of the tree is 
not fixed and can change with time. Informally, once the current root of the tree has initi-
ated closing a session and received completion messages for all its close-session mes-
sages, it selects one of the processes with an outstanding request to become the new root 
of the tree. The new root, which has a pending request itself, then initiates a new session 
whose type is same as that of its own request. This part of the GMEγ algorithm is similar 
to that of the GMEβ algorithm. 

Although in [21], GMEγ was presented as an extension of GMEβ , GMEγ can also be 
viewed as an extension of the Raymond's tree based algorithm for mutual exclusion [5]. 

4. OUR ALGORITHM 

Our algorithm is derived from the GMEγ algorithm proposed by Beauquier et al. 
Basically, we modify the GMEγ algorithm to further improve its performance as de-
scribed next. 

4.1 The Main Idea 

The main idea behind our algorithm is to reduce the synchronization delay. The 
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synchronization delay in GMEγ consists of three parts: (1) a message chain from the cur-
rent root of the tree to the last process to leave the critical section, (2) a message chain 
from that process to the current root of the tree, and (3) a message chain from the current 
root to the new root of the tree. The length of each message chain is bounded by hmax 
resulting in synchronization delay of at most 3hmax. To reduce the synchronization delay, 
we make two modifications to the GMEγ algorithm described next. When describing the 
two modifications, we use the phrase “when the system is heavily loaded” to mean that 
“the queue of outstanding requests at the root is still non-empty immediately after the 
current session is initiated”.  

First, when the system is heavily loaded, there is no explicit closing of a session. In 
Beauquier et al.’s algorithms [21], once a process learns about the opening of a session, it 
can enter and leave its critical section several times until it learns that the session has 
been closed or it generates a request that conflicts with the session. In our algorithm, 
once a process learns about the opening of a session, it can enter its critical section at 
most once. Intuitively, this modification causes the close session wave to be merged with 
the (corresponding) open session wave. We believe that such implicit closing of a session 
should not lead to much degradation in the performance when compared to the GMEγ 
algorithm, especially when the number of groups is large and all groups are equally 
likely to be requested. This is because, in that case, the probability that two consecutive 
requests by a process belong to the same group is small. With this modification, the worst- 
case synchronization delay reduces from 3hmax to 2hmax. 

Second, when the system is heavily loaded, the root of the tree for the next session 
is selected at the same time as the current session is opened. In the GMEγ algorithm, the 
root that initiates a session is also responsible for collecting completion messages from 
processes that execute their critical sections during that session (via selective converge-
cast). After collecting all required completion messages, it selects a new root, which is 
then responsible for opening the next session. In our algorithm, the root of the tree for the 
next session is responsible for collecting completion messages from processes that exe-
cute their critical sections during the current session. After the root for the next session 
has collected all completion messages for the current session, it initiates the opening of 
the next session. With this modification, the worst-case synchronization delay reduces 
from 2hmax to only hmax. We refer to our algorithm as OptimalGME. 
 
Example 1: Consider three processes p, q and r at a distance of hmax from each other (see 
Fig. 1). Assume that p and q are currently executing their critical sections (which are of 
the same type), and p is the root of the current session. Further, r is the root of the next 
session. When GMEγ is used to manage critical section requests, before r can enter its 
critical section, in the worst-case, the synchronization delay may consist of a close ses-
sion wave traveling from p to q, followed by a completion wave traveling from q to p, 
followed by transferring of root status from p to r. This results in synchronization delay 
of 3hmax. On the other hand, when OptimalGME is used to manage critical section re-
quests, on leaving their critical sections, both p and q directly inform r, resulting in syn-
chronization delay of only hmax.                                             

Observe that, when the set of tree edges is fixed and messages are only exchanged 
over the tree edges, the lower bound on the worst-case synchronization delay (assuming  
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Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the difference between the synchronization delay of GMEγ and 

OptimalGME. 

 
that the system is heavily loaded) for any group mutual exclusion algorithm is hmax − the 
diameter of the tree. Therefore our algorithm has optimal synchronization delay for its 
class of algorithms. Due to lack of space, a formal description of the algorithm and proof 
of the following theorems are provided elsewhere [22]. The first theorem states that our 
algorithm is correct. 
 
Theorem 1 (correctness)  OptimalGME satisfies safety, liveness and non-triviality prop-
erties.  
 

The second theorem measures the performance of our algorithm in terms of message 
complexity, message-size complexity, waiting time and synchronization delay. 
 
Theorem 2 (complexity)  OptimalGME has message complexity of 3hmax, message- 
size complexity of O(min(m, n log(m))), waiting time of 2hmax and synchronization delay 
of hmax.  
 

Note that OptimalGME has much better performance (lower message complexity, 
lower waiting time and lower synchronization delay) than GMEγ when the probability 
that two consecutive requests for critical section by the same process belong to the same 
group is small. On the other hand, if conflicts are rare, then GMEγ should have better 
performance than OptimalGME because a process can execute its critical section multi-
ple times without exchanging any messages or incurring any (synchronization) delay. 
 
4.2 Experimental Evaluation 
 

We experimentally compare the performance of OptimalGME with Beauquier et 
al.’s third algorithm GMEγ using a discrete-event simulation. We compare the perform-
ance of the two algorithms with respect to three metrics, namely message complexity, 
waiting time and system throughput. To make it easier to compare the performance of the  

two algorithms, we report the ratio 

,OptimalGME s performance
,GME s performanceγ

 for each metric. Note  

that, for message complexity and waiting time, a ratio of less than one would imply that 
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OptimalGME has better performance than GMEγ . On the other hand, for system through- 
put, a ratio of greater than one would imply that OptimalGME has better performance 
than GMEγ . 

Our experimental study has the following parameters. There are n processes re-
questing critical sections for m different groups. Processes are arranged in the form of a 
binary tree. (We have conducted experiments for other types of trees as well including a 
star and an inverted fork tree, and results are quite similar to those for a binary tree.) A 
process, on generating a request, randomly selects a group for the critical section. The 
inter-request delay (that is, duration of non-critical section) at each process is exponen-
tially distributed with mean μncs. Once a process enters a critical section, it departs after a 
delay that is uniformly distributed in the range [0, 2 * μcs] (duration of critical section). 
Message transmission delay (or channel delay) is modeled to follow an exponential dis-
tribution with mean μcd. In our experiments, parameters that have fixed values through-
out are number of processes n, which is set to 25, and number of requests per process, 
which is set to 250. All other parameters are varied one by one to study their effect on the 
relative performance of the two algorithms.  

 
(a) Varying the number of groups (m) with μncs 

= 10 time units, μcs = 10 time units and μcd 
= 2 time units. 

(b) Varying the mean inter-request delay 
(μncs) with m = 50, μcs = 10 time units 
and μcd = 2 time units. 

 
(c) Varying the mean time in critical section (μcs) 

with m = 50, μncs = 10 time units and μcd = 2 
time units. 

(d) Varying the mean channel delay (μcd) 
with m = 50, μncs = 10 time units and μcs 
= 10 time units. 

Fig. 2. Relative performance of the two algorithms as a function of various parameters. 
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Fig. 2 depicts the variation in the ratios for the three metrics as a function of various 
parameters. The ratios are averaged over several runs to obtain 95% confidence level. As 
shown in the figure, OptimalGME outperforms GMEγ in all cases. Specifically, when 
compared to GMEγ , OptimalGME reduces the message complexity by as much as 35%, 
waiting time by as much as 40% and increases the system throughput by as much as 70%. 
The gap between the performances of the two algorithms is especially significant when 
the mean channel delay is large and the mean duration of critical section is small. 

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have presented an efficient algorithm for solving the group mutual 
exclusion problem for a tree network. Our algorithm has optimal synchronization delay 
when the set of tree edges is fixed and messages are only exchanged over the tree edges. 
An advantage of using a tree network is that group mutual exclusion algorithms devel-
oped for a tree network typically have lower message complexity than those for a fully 
connected network. Our simulation experiments show that, when compared to an existing 
algorithm for a tree network GMEγ , our algorithm can decrease the message complexity 
by as much as 35%, reduce the waiting time as much as 40%, and increase the system 
throughput by as much as 70%. Further, our algorithm retains all desirable features of 
GMEγ including bounded message sizes. 

The tree in our algorithm (as well as Beauquier et al.’s algorithms [21]) is static in 
the sense that its set of edges remain fixed throughout the system execution. Only the 
relationship between neighboring processes (which process is parent and which is child) 
may change with time. As a result all messages generated by the group mutual exclusion 
algorithm are exchanged only over the tree edges even if the system contains other (non- 
tree) edges. For the traditional mutual exclusion problem, several tree-based algorithms 
have been developed in which the tree is dynamic instead of static (e.g., [23]). With a 
dynamic tree, the overhead of exchanging messages is more evenly distributed over the 
communication network. To our knowledge, so far no tree based algorithm for group 
mutual exclusion has been developed in which the tree is dynamic in nature. As future 
work, we plan to develop such an algorithm for group mutual exclusion. 
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